PRIVATE SWIM LESSONS
(Ages 6 mos.—Adult)
* One-on-one instruction tailored to the ability
  of the individual
* 30 minute lessons
* Flexible days and times based on instructor
5 lessons @ $160 SYJCC Mem./$250 Non-Members
10 lessons @ $300 SYJCC Mem./$480 Non-Members

SEMI-PRIVATE SWIM LESSONS
(Ages 6 mos.—Adult)
* Two-on-one instruction tailored to the ability of the
  swimmers
* 30 minute sessions
* Offered 7 days per week based on instructor
  availability
* Must provide 2 children @ time of registration
5 lessons @ $110 SYJCC Mem./$200 Non-members
10 lessons @ $200 SYJCC Mem./$380 Non-members
Pricing Above is Per Participant

Cancellation Policy:
Must cancel 24 hours or
more in advance or you will
be charged for the session.

All lessons must be arranged and purchased in
advance through the Aquatics Department
@631-462-9800 X132
Refund policy available at www.syjcc.org